
Free, from Google and Microsoft for your smartphone,
iPhone and Android

Google Photo Scan
Turn printed photographs into digital files.

Microsoft Office Mobile
Turn ANY image into
a Word document, Excel spreadsheet, PowerPoint slide.



Google Photo Scan

Photography is “drawing with light”, photography is all about the light.

Remove from album or frame if possible without damage.
Flatten the picture as much as possible without damage.
Work in the best available light. “Daylight” or “cool white” bulbs, evenly lit, no shadows.

1. Open the Google Photo Scan app, be sure the “glare removal tool” is “ON”.
2. With steady hands centre the image in the frame as well as possible.
3. Tap the “shutter” and hold still as possible for the next step.
4. Shift your camera to move the “aiming circle” over one of 4 “targets”, then follow the guiding 

arrow to each of the next 3 targets.
5. Use a fingertip to align the corners of the “frame” with the corners of your image.
6. Tap “DONE”.



With my smartphone camera

Photo Scan



Be sure the
“Glare Reduction” tool 
is “ON”.



Drag the 4 corners of the digital frame
to align with the corners of the photo.





2000K-3000K         3000K-4000K          4000K-6500K

Warm, cool, hot
are subjective, descriptive
designer’s and artist’s terms.
Each applies to a range of shades of 
light in the “white light” spectrum.

By the way, “warmer” light is actually 
cooler and “cool” light is actually 
warmer.

Our eyes – and cameras – are designed 
to work best in typical daylight. We see 
“true” colours in that light. Modern 
cameras attempt to adjust for 
“warmer” light, but photographs taken 
in “warmer” light often require 
correction or “balancing”, and photos 
viewed in warmer light may appear 
“off-colour”.





“Temperature” is not a measure of brightness. Brightness is measured in lumens and lux. When all bulbs were very similar 
incandescent technology, brightness could be roughly measured and compared in terms of the wattage (energy used) but 
that is no longer a valid basis. When you compare different bulbs be sure you use the same units of measurement.

“Colour temperature” really applies only to shades of white light.
For example, in the preceding chart you don’t see any real green in the spectrum, and definitely no “indigo” or “violet”. 
Nor do “colour temperatures” measured in “degrees Kelvin” or “Kelvins” correspond to thermal, atomic, or astronomical 
temperatures.

There is an approximate correspondence between these “temperature” scales only at the “low” end of the visible light 
spectrum, red. I don’t know if this is true or hypothesis, but I read that the 1000K-2000K temperature of red light 
corresponds to the temperature at which molten iron glows red-hot which is approximately 1250°C – 1500°C 
(approximately 1000°K – 1250°K), but the correspondence ends there.
Iron is white hot and boiling at about 2000°K and vaporized at less than 2500°K.
On the other hand, the white-hot surface of the sun is approximately 5000°K – 6000°K which approximately corresponds 
to “cool” daylight, so maybe … ?

If you forgot your high school physics:
0°K         = -273.15°C  (there is nothing colder)
273.15°K    =  0°C
373.15°K = 100°C
6,000°K      = 5,626.85°C  (surface of the sun, approximate)



Microsoft Office Mobile

The Microsoft Office Mobile smartphone app can use your camera to convert any image into a 
Word document, Excel spreadsheet, PowerPoint slide, PDF file  …  or photograph.

It can also display PDF files, so you don’t need a separate app, unless you already have an app 
that you prefer such as the free Adobe reader.

And it can also read aloud Word files and some PDF files.



Capture text and save as an editable Word document.

Dictate and save as a Word document.

Capture a chart and save to Excel.

Capture anything and save as PDF.



Add the types of files that 
you will create
to the Options menu.



Select the type of file
in the Options menu

then tap here to use 
the camera to capture 
content for your file.



Select the type of 
image. Then tap the shutter. Crop, rotate, etc. if needed, then Done.



Add more pages to the same document.

And save the file,
or take other actions.



You may be asked to confirm or correct content before saving the file. 
You may either do that before saving, or “Ignore”. 
You may review and correct the file after saving, using the primary app 
such as Word or Excel.



Result:
an Office file that can be edited on your phone, 
forwarded to your computer for more convenience,
and shared with others 
as either an Office file or PDF document.


